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Wyoming full of cowboys?
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• Relief schmelief, says the US yield curve
• The currency war is back with a vengeance
• Will Powell come out with his guns blazing in Wyoming?

If you want to receive a copy of Week ahead directly in your inbox, you can sign up via this
link.

Read the report as pdf here.

Read our financial forecast here.

Main Releases:

Relief schmelief, says the US yield curve

The US president’s attempt at de-escalating the China/US trade clash has not done much if anything to
bolster confidence across global markets. Instead, the US 2y/10y yield curve has traded in inverted
territory during the past week. This is often a bad sign for future growth. While one could argue that the
yield curve has lost its forecasting prowess based on central bank asset purchases which may be distorting its
signal, its empirical track-record remains much better than that of the economic consensus. The fixed income
market may simply be telling us that the Fed is behind the curve – not doing enough to prevent a further
downturn – a conclusion it (and we) drew after Powell’s insucient easing in July..
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Chart 1: Delayed taris did not prevent the US yield curve from (briefly) inverting

Moreover, when the curve goes from trading with a positive slope to inverting, experience from the five
inversions over the past ~40 years suggests the curve will flatten further over the next couple of
months.
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Chart 2: US curve tends to keep flattening for a few months after inverting
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Chart 3: ECB QE expectations good news for German bonds until QE2 is announced

Moreover, the ECB being widely expected to announce more bond purchases this autumn also helps
cement a strong bid for duration. Usually the fixed income markets price in a new QE programme before it
is formally announced. As central banks such as the ECB and others are desperate enough to go deeper into
negative territory with their policy rates, fears of a currency war have also escalated. This too is positive news
for bonds as well, though we have to admit that we are not surprised.
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Chart 4: Google search data and news flow suggest investors are worried about currency
war

Generally, safe-haven flows remain the name of the game, with a long list of things worrying investors. To
name but a few; Argentina, Brexit, China, company profits, currency war, Hong Kong; Iran, Italy, Kashmir, North
Korea, South China Sea, trade war, Turkey and Venezuela.

While the consensus still describes the China/US situation as a trade war, how does that moniker fit
with the US’s plans to place medium-range nuclear missiles in Asia? Might as well call that a brewing
Cuba crisis, but this time close to the South China Sea. And if that’s a Cuban crisis, isn’t Cold War 2.0 a more
fitting moniker than the trade war? If so, Hong Kong is a proxy conflict. And you don’t want to be the proxy in
a Great Power conflict.
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Chart 5: Japanese investors buying USTs despite a negative pick-up vs JGB (a sign of
haven demand)

The rise in economic and political uncertainty also helps explain why Japanese investors have been
accumulating US Treasuries en masse despite USTs oering a negative pick-up vs 10y JGBs (when FX-
hedged). Haven-demand also means more liquid currencies such as USD, EUR, JPY and CHF will do better
than less liquid and often procyclical currencies (such as the Antipodeans & Scandies). Incidentally, the
Antipodeans (AUD & NZD) tend to do badly after an inversion of the US curve. For more, see FX: what usually
happens after US curve inversions?
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Chart 6: An inverted US curve could spell trouble for the NZD

What is most important in the week ahead?

On Monday, an important deadline concerning US sanctions against Huawei looms large – will the digital
iron curtain against China tech companies solidify? The US gave companies an exemption from certain
export restrictions three months ago, but these months have now passed. If Trump gives US companies (and
Huawei) a Christmas present similar to the one just delivered to households – it could perhaps buttress risk
sentiment, or vice-versa. The semiconductor sector, and by extension global and US capex activity, does look
like it would need some positive news on the Huawei front.
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Chart 7: The semiconductor sector would like some good news on the Huawei front

On Tuesday, Italian lawmakers have summoned Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte to appear before the
Senate. This might lead to a confidence vote during the week. Lega’s Salvini is pushing to bring down the
government. If PM Conte is voted down, it would switch attention to the Italian president, who must decide
the next steps. If President Mattarella decides there now no way of creating a new stable government, he will
call for a election (likely in October) – but it is a theoretical possibility that other parties can manage to form
a new government without including the Lega. Italian political risks nonetheless pose another headwind
for the Euro-area banking sector, on top of weak growth, a surge in regulation, negative rates, and
überflat yield curves.
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Chart 8: Eurostoxx banks doesn’t like a flatter yield curves

On Wednesday, minutes from the FOMC’s fateful July 31 meeting is due. What can force the Fed to go
beyond the “mid-cycle rate cut”? Was the Fed prepared for the surge in volatility triggered by its not-dovish-
enough decision? And what is the Fed’s plan on the liquidity front? The debt ceiling deal will lead to a
surge in bill and bond issuance, which will drain liquidity, in turn adding upside pressures to the eective fed
funds rate, 3m Libor and so on. The Fed might consequently face growing challenges in keeping the policy
rate within its target interval and might need to take action (bond purchases “soft QE”, a repo facility, IOER
rate cuts, …) later this year.
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Chart 9: Dwindling liquidity to push EFFR higher, possibly prompting IOER rate cuts this
autumn

South Korea 20-day exports are also due on Wednesday. These numbers provide an early read on
global trade growth (as well as global earnings growth). While the trade war escalated during the period,
Asian financial conditions have eased substantially this year. Easier financial conditions ought to be good
news for trade growth, but so far there are no signs of that helping enough to stabilise trade. The negative
eects from uncertainty currently dominate.
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Chart 10: World trade growth likely to keep deteriorating

We are not looking forward for the next batch of Euro-area PMI figures, due Thursday 22 August. The
Sentix recently crashed to its lowest level since 2014 and ZEW expectations fell to its lowest level since 2011
in August. The EA ought to be feeling some tailwinds from lower rates, a weaker EUR and a modest pick-up
in money growth – but as in Asia other shocks appear to be mitigating these positive impulses.
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Chart 11: Euro-area export orders so far keep crashing despite easier financial conditions in
Asia

Swedish unemployment is also due on Thursday. Redundancy notices and vacancy data suggest
a weaker labour market down the road, and the unemployment rate did rise unexpectedly in June. It
might be that the Riksbank will soon have to add a weaker labour market to its list of reasons why it should
abandon its hiking plans: i) weaker growth, ii) a dovish ECB, iii) a pick-up in economic-political uncertainty, iv)
plummeting inflation expectations (5y inflation expectations among money market participants recently fell to
their lowest level since 2015).
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Chart 12: Labour market weakness may start worrying the Riksbank within months

The next Norwegian oil investment survey is also out on Thursday. While Norges Bank recently noted that
the global risk outlook entails greater uncertainty, it saw “an unchanged outlook for the policy rate for the
period ahead”. Implicitly it is signalling a 80% chance of another hike on September 19. The SEP19 NOK FRA
rate looks low given this signal. Key upcoming Norwegian data such as the oil investment survey (Thursday)
or, more likely, the regional survey on September 10 will have to disappoint to prevent Norges Bank
from hiking. It Norges Bank does hike once more, it puts the bank sharply at odds with further easing
from all other G10 central banks. (The market is pricing a ~40% likelihood of a -50bp move from the Fed in
September).
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Chart 13: Norges Bank stuck to its June rate path in August – hinting at another hike in
September

At the back end of the coming week, Thursday to Saturday, the world’s foremost yield curve apologists
(central bankers) will gather in Jackson Hole to discuss “challenges for monetary policy”. While primarily of
academic nature, these speeches can at times be extremely relevant for the market. It is widely believed that
Ben Bernanke announced QE2 at this conference in 2010. Let’s hope we see Powell come out with his
guns blazing! After all, Wyoming is supposedly full of cowboys…

Key research pieces over the past week

FX: what usually happens after US curve inversions? (15 Aug)

Norges Bank indicates a September hike (15 Aug)

Germany: On the brink of recession (14 Aug)

EURDKK: Easing package from the ECB will be hard to match … (14 Aug)

Market Pulse SEK: Stibor is a many-splendoured thing (14 Aug)

Sweden: New figures and darker clouds (12 Aug)

FX weekly: The liquidity doom loop (11 Aug)
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Monday

We start the week with final Eurozone inflation figures for July.

Tuesday

Tuesday is a quiet day with no major releases
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Wednesday

On Wednesday, all eyes will turn to the US in the evening for the release of FOMC meeting minutes from 31
July.

Thursday

Thursday is packed with manufacturing, services and composite PMI-indicators from the Eurozone,
Germany, France and the US. In the US, the annual Fed Policy Symposium in Jackson Hole begins, and the
manufacturing index from Kansas Fed is out. Lastly, Swedish unemployment figures are released.
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Friday

On Friday, the annual Fed Policy Symposium in Jackson Hole will continue and end the following Saturday.
Furthermore, we will get a new print of Japanese inflation figures during the night.
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